
 
Customer Benefit 

Focus on value creation from data instead of integration 
and process work.

Lower OpEx by reducing dependency on point solutions 
and technical resources. 

Build data products quickly with a superior data experience.

Achieve true data democratization with low-code access 
to business concepts which abstracts away underlying 
data complexity.
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At The Modern Data Company, we simplify today’s 
complex and decentralized data ecosystems with an 
outcome-first approach to data management. Our 
goal is to make data accessible and comprehensible 
for everyone, enabling reliable and informed decisions 
organization-wide.

We built DataOS, the world’s first data operating 
system. DataOS delivers a productized, unified data 
platform that humanizes data and its access, breaks 
data silos, and quickly accelerates companies on their 
path to data democratization — without disrupting 
their existing data infrastructure.
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DataOS®: The Fastest Path 
From Data to Decisions 

DataOS is a paradigm-changing data operating system 
that delivers next-gen data and analytics infrastructure as 
a product. It weaves a connective tissue across distributed 
data, and simplifies operationalization by providing users 
with access to quality, governed, secure data in real time 
— DataOS empowers teams with the information they 
need to make better decisions.

https://themoderndatacompany.com/


Data sharing

Enable seamless, secure, and monitored data  
collaboration across your business ecosystem without 
making copies of data

Minimal data movement  

Connect to any data source in minutes and start using  
the data without moving it

Business ontologies

Allow business users to view data through a business lens 
that abstracts the schema and formats of underlying data

Data-as-a-product    

Convert data into consumable data products with 
dictionary, schema evolution, lineage, impact, profiling, 
usage, and quality 

Modern governance 

Centralized, attribute-based governance covering  
the entire data lifecycle

Metadata-driven data management

Observability, discoverability, governance, and metadata 
management across all your data sources

A Complete and Composable Modern Data Stack, Out of the Box

The Modern Data Company
306 Cambridge Ave
Palo Alto, CA 94306
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DataOS®: A Paradigm Shift

No need to modernize 
legacy systems

DataOS future-proofs your 
legacy data infrastructure. 

Outcome-based  
data engineering 

Let business define and drive 
outcomes by automating 
pipeline generation.

Intelligent data 
movement

Use and find value in data 
before moving it.

Modern  
architecture

Build on an open and 
composable architecture 
that delivers results in weeks.
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Enterprise
Yearly subscription with no limits  
on usage and functionality 
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Pay as you go 
First 3 months free

01Get Started Today
Flexible pricing plans 
No annual contracts
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